
Chairs designed to 

Roll...Turn...Swivel...
 and lock for safety!
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www.comfortek.com/t2
Watch product videos at

Retrofittable to YOUR dining chairs

T2-841SWL-22” (18” SH)
Independent Living 

T2-841-22”-CC1

T2-841SWL-22” (20” SH)
Independent Living

T2-841-22”-CC2
Independent Living

T2-841SWL-22”-CC5 (18” SH)

941-24”-CC2
Independent Living

941-24”-CC4T2-841-22”-CC4

T2-841-22”

T2-841SWL-22”-CC5 (20” SH)

941-30”-CC2
Independent Living

941-30”-CC4

T2-841-22”-REZ
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Chair Caddie A
It Rolls...Locks for Safety

Chair Caddie B
It Rolls...Turns...Locks for Safety
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T2-841-22-SWL  Action:  Designed to…swivel/LOCK 

Benefits: The Swivel feature enables a person to seat themselves without 

assistance, as the seat of the chair rotates opens 90 degrees R or L.  

Once seated they can rotate themselves towards the table.   

Features: An armed chair fitted with a seat that swivels independently from 

the legs of the chair. Two seat heights (18” / 20”) are available.   

 

T2-841-22-CC5  Action:  Designed to…swivel/roll/LOCK 

Benefits: The Swivel feature enables a person to seat themselves without 

assistance, as the seat of the chair rotates and opens 90 degrees R or 

L.  Once seated they can rotate themselves towards the table.  

However, a caregiver’s assistance IS required to move the seated 

person up-to the table. 

Features: An armed chair fitted with a seat that swivels separately from the 

base of the chair.  Two seat heights (18” / 20”) are available.  The 

Chair Caddie device is attached. 
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T2-841-22-CC#1  Action:  Designed to turn/roll…and by default is always LOCKED  

Benefits: Caregivers have confidence knowing the brakes…by default…are 

always activated.  The brakes can only be released, allowing the chair 

to roll, when the caregiver standing behind the chair, depresses and 

holds the Brake-Release-Bar. 

Features: An armed chair (22” wide) to which the CADDIE is attached. A Brake-

Release-Bar is positioned at the top of the chair’s back, in easy reach 

of the caregiver. The CADDIE includes 4 casters, 2 of which rotate 

360°.  

 
 

T2-841-22-CC#4  Action:  Designed to…turn/roll/LOCK 

Benefits: The Chair/CADDIE enables a caregiver to move a seated person up-to 
and away-from the table without the need to push/pull/shove/twist.  
Assistance of a caregiver is required to activate the brakes. 

Features: An armed chair (22” wide) to which the CADDIE is attached.  It 
includes 4 casters (2 of which rotate 360°). Rear casters include 
foot/toe activated brakes. 

 
 

Titan 941-24-CC#4 Action:  Designed to…turn/roll/LOCK 

Benefits: The Chair/CADDIE enables a caregiver to move a larger seated person 
up-to and away-from the table without the need to 
push/pull/shove/twist. Assistance of a caregiver is required to 
activate the brakes. 

Features: An armed chair (24” / 30” wide) to which the CADDIE is attached. It 
includes 4 casters (2 of which rotate 360°).  Rear casters include 
foot/toe activated brakes. 

 
 

Butterfly Tables  Action:  Designed to lift…and extend individually  

Benefits:  Individual tops are adjustable and extendable.  Persons seated in 

wheelchairs / geri chairs are able to feed themselves as the top of 

each table is positioned appropriately. 

Features: Each table top can be individually positioned to a specific height 

required by a seated person. 

 
 

CADDIE #A Retrofit Action:   Designed to…roll/LOCK  (DIY) 
Benefits: The CADDIE enables a caregiver to move a seated person up-to and 

away-from the table without the need to push/pull/shove/twist 
Features: DIY…A metal platform complete with 4 inline casters which attaches 

to the base of an existing chair.  One of the casters includes a 
foot/toe activated locking lever.  
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Titan 941-30-CC#4 



 
CADDIE #B Retrofit Action:  Designed to…turn/roll/LOCK  (DIY) 

Benefits: The CADDIE enables a caregiver to move a seated person up-to and 
away-from the table without the need to push/pull/shove/twist 

Features: DIY…A metal platform complete with 2 inline and 2 rotating casters 
which attaches to the base of an existing chair.  One of the casters 
includes a foot/toe activated locking lever. 

 
 

T2-841-22-CC#2  Action:  Designed to turn/roll…LOCKABLE by User 

Benefits: Designed for persons who live independently, but experience 

difficulty “scooting” themselves up-to the table. Persons can 

confidently be seated knowing the brakes prevent the chair from 

rolling away.  Once seated, the seated person releases the brakes, 

enabling them to propel themselves (sit-walking) up-to the table 

using both hands/feet for guidance. 

Features: An armed chair (22” wide) to which the CADDIE is attached.  The 

Brake-Release-Lever is positioned beside the seat of the chair...in 

easy reach of the seated person. The CADDIE includes 4 casters, 2 of 

which rotate 360° 

 

 

941-24-CC#2  Action:  Designed to turn/roll…LOCKABLE by User 

Benefits: Designed for persons who live independently, but experience 

difficulty “scooting” themselves up-to the table. Persons can 

confidently be seated knowing the brakes prevent the chair from 

rolling away.  Once seated, the seated person releases the brakes, 

enabling them to propel themselves (sit-walking) up-to the table 

using both hands/feet for guidance. 

Features: An armed chair (24” / 30” wide) to which the CADDIE is attached.  

The Brake-Release-Lever is positioned beside the seat of the chair...in 

easy reach of the seated person. The CADDIE includes 4 casters, 2 of 

which rotate 360°. 

 

 

T2-841-22-REZ   Action:  Designed to…roll/LOCK   
Benefits: This Chair/REZ enables a caregiver to move a seated person up-to 

and away-from the table without the need to push/pull/shove/twist 
Features: An armed chair with the Royal-EZ lever device attached. 
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Chairs…that roll  Description:  
Chairs that roll…include either the Royal-EZ or CADDIE attachment enabling a 
caregiver to move a seated person up-to and away-from the table without 
the need to push/pull/shove/twist.  A caregiver’s assistance is required to 
move the chair and activate/de-active the safety brake lever.   

 

Chairs…that swivel Description: 

Chairs that swivel…enables persons with limited mobility to seat themselves 

as the seat of the chair rotates to an open position - 90 degrees R or L.  The 

seat automatically locks at this position ensuring safety for the resident as 

they are being seated.  Once seated, he/she can release the swivel lock and 

rotate themselves back towards the table.  The swivel feature can be 

operated by the seated person or by a caregiver. Two seat heights are 

available (18” and 20”) 

 

Chairs…that swivel and roll Description: 

Chairs that swivel/roll…enables a person with limited mobility to seat 

themselves as the seat of the chair rotates to an open position - 90 degrees R 

or L.  The seat automatically locks at this position ensuring safety for the 

resident as they are being seated.  Once seated, he/she can release the 

swivel lock and rotate themselves back towards the table.  The swivel feature 

can be operated by the seated person or by a caregiver. Two seat heights are 

available (18” and 20”) 

 

The Royal-EZ lever attachment enables the chair to be rolled forward should 

that be necessary.  The assistance of a caregiver is required to operate the 

Royal-EZ. 

 

Chairs…that turn and roll  Description: 
Chairs that turn/roll…enables a caregiver to freely move a seated person up-
to the table.  These chairs include a metal platform attached to the bottom of 
the chair which features two (2) inline and two (2) rotating casters.  A 
caregiver’s assistance is required to activate the rear locks for the safety of 
the resident.   

  

 

Tables…that lift/extend   Description: 

Tables that lift/extend…enables the tops of each table to be adjusted 

specifically to meet the need of each resident.  Persons seated in wheelchairs 

or geri chairs are able to feed themselves as their table top is positioned 

appropriately for their needs. 

 

 

  

 


